New UCPATH CORE Training Launching Soon!

The time has come! The new UCPATH CORE Training, targeted to launch in late February 2024, was created to redefine UCPATH concepts by providing a fresh overview, covering an employee's roles and responsibilities, and setting expectations of UCPATH moving forward.

The newly redesigned training will replace our existing UCPATH Bootcamp and UCPATH Funding Fundamentals training courses, providing a bold and fresh take on core UCPATH concepts:

Current State: UCPATH Bootcamp
- Information overload, too many topics covered at once
- Long, tedious, and time-consuming
- Difficult to update with the latest guidance

Future State: UCPATH CORE Training
- High-level summary of important concepts separated by individual modules
- Shorter, easier to update
- Points to relevant complementary resources

The existing UCPATH Bootcamp and UCPATH Funding Fundamentals training courses will be available to complete until late February 2024.

Frequently Asked Questions

What do I do if I'm currently taking the UCPATH Bootcamp and/or UCPATH Funding Fundamentals eCourses?
If you are currently taking the UCPATH Bootcamp and/or UCPATH Funding Fundamentals eCourses...
eCourses, you have the following options:

- Complete the training **before** the new training launch in late February
- **Stop** the current training and **wait** for the new training launch in late February

**Note:** Progress in the current UCPath Training **will not** carry over to the new UCPath CORE Training. If you do not complete the current training before go-live, you will need to start the new UCPath CORE Training from the beginning.

**Will I need to take the new UCPath CORE Training if I have already completed the UCPath Bootcamp and/or the UCPath Funding Fundamentals Training?**

If you have already completed the old UCPath Training courses, you **do not** need to take the new UCPath CORE Training unless you would like a refresher on core UCPath concepts.

**Will my access to UCPath change when the new training is launched?**

The pages and functionality that you currently have access to **will not change** due to the launch of the new UCPath CORE Training. The UCPath Transactor Access Request Form will also be updated with the corresponding UCPath CORE Training modules after go-live.

The **UCPath Learning Labs** are the final piece of the UCPath CORE Training. After completing a specific module, transactors can sign up for the corresponding Learning Lab to gain hands-on experience in a supervised setting while learning tips and best practices.

More information on how to register for the UCPath Learning Labs will be available as we approach the new training launch date. Dates for the launch are currently being finalized and will be shared once available.

**Additional Support**

For any questions or feedback regarding the new UCPath CORE Training, please email **ucpathproject@ucsd.edu** to automatically create a ticket in the Employee Center.

For questions regarding the LMS or UC Learning Center, please email **lms-support@ucsd.edu** to automatically create a ticket in the Employee Center.

**Join the UCPath Community of Practice**

Along with the website and training changes, a new Microsoft Teams forum, the **UCPath**
Community of Practice (CoP), is now available for all new and existing transactors to discuss and share their experiences with the UCPath system. The channel will also be used to share important UCPath system updates promptly. Join the UCPath CoP today!

Click to join the UCPath Community of Practice
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